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In infinite time quadratic control and stochastic filtering problems for linear 
delay systems, operator algebraic Riccati equations play a very important role. 
However, since these are abstract operator equations, it is very useful. in analyzing 
their structure, to be able to characterize the kernel functions associated with the 
solutions of the operator Riccati equations. The kernel functions are given by the 
unique solution of a set of coupled differential equations. By comparing these kernel 
equations with similar ones available in the literature, it is shown that this charac- 
teriLation result is somewhat stronger than previously known results. Possible 
extentions to systems with control, observation, as well as state delays are also 
pointed out. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In infinite time quadratic optimal control problems for linear systems with 
delays in the state, it is well known [4] that the optimal feedback law is 
obtained through the solution of an operator algebraic Riccati equation. 
Similarly, in stochastic filtering problems, the steady-state error covariance 
also satisfies an operator algebraic Riccati equation [ 71. A detailed study of 
the structure of the control operator Riccati equation was undertaken in 14 1. 
Those results show that the operator equation can be decomposed into a set 
of differential equations for the kernel functions. Thus the abstract equation 
can be studied in a more concrete setting. On the other hand, the filtering 
operator Riccati equation has not received a similar study, although one 
would expect that it would in some sense be dual to the control Riccati 
equation, with kernel functions satisfying equation similar to those given in 
[ 51 (where the covariance equations were derived using different methods). 
Recently, the infinite time quadratic control problem for linear systems with 
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delays in the state and control has been studied from an evolution equation 
point of view [lo]. The evolution equation is not of the same form as that in 
141, even when the control delays are set to zero. Once again, the optimal 
control is characterized through the solution of an operator algebraic Riccati 
equation. A natural question that arises is: do the kernel functions associated 
with this operator algebraic Riccati equation, when specialized to the case 
where control delays disappear, satisfy equations similar to those given in 
14]? We shall give a detailed characterization of the kernel functions, which 
gives somewhat stronger conclusions than those in 141. The filtering operator 
Riccati equation is also examined and the corresponding kernel equations 
derived. Finally, we point out how these results may be generalized to 
systems with delays in the state, control, as well as observations. 
2. INFINITE TIME QUADRATIC CONTROL 
Let b be a positive number and let Bi, i = 0, l,..., k, be numbers satisfying 
-b<e,<e,_, <..’ < 8, = 0. Consider the linear delay differential equation 
I,, x(t + 8) de + Bqt), 
x(0) = p, x(e) = r’ (0 eE I-b,Ol, (2.1) 
where the A i’s are n x n matrices, B is an n x m matrix, and A,,(.) is a 
measurable and essentially bounded function taking values as n x n matrices. 
The initial condition (to, r’(e)) is an element of R” X L*(-b, 0; R”), while 
u(.) is an element of L&(0, 00; R”). We also use the notation x,(e) = 
x(t + e), -b < 0 < 0. The space L2(-b, 0; R”) is often abbreviated as L*, 
and the R” and L* components of an element h E R” x L’ are denoted by ho 
and h’, respectively. 
It was shown in 1 IO] that the above delay differential equation can be 
reformulated as an evolution equation. To describe this procedure, let G?(.&) 
denote the collection of all (ho, h’(.)) E R” x L* for which there exists an 
element 2 E WI,*, with z(-b) = 0 such that 
z(0) = h’(e) - i AihOXi(e) a.e. 0 E [ -6, 01, (2.2) 
i=l 
where xi(-) = x,~,, o,(. ), x,(. ) being the indicator function of the interval I, and 
W’** is the space of absolutely continuous R”-valued functions on L-b, 01, 
with square integrable derivatives. 
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We define the operator .cP on R” x L2 with domain Q(.&) as follows: 
[.d(hO, h’)]O = 2 A,hO + z(O), 
i=O 
[.d(hO, h’)]’ (8) =/l,,(8) ho -q; -b < 0 < 0 a.e., 
where z(-) is given as in (2.2). .J@’ is known to be the infinitesimal generator 
of a strongly continuous semigroup on R” X L2 [ 101. 
The bounded linear map .???I R” + R” x L2 is defined as 
.npu = (Bu, 0) 
and the bounded linear operator H: L’ --t L2 is given by 
(Hh’)(e) = 2 Aih’(ei - e)x,(e) + J.’ Ao,ta) hya - e) da. 
i-l . -II 
We also define the operator F: R” X L2 + R ’ X L2 by 
F(h’, h’) = (ho, Hh’). 
We can now introduce the evolution equation on R” x L2 
dg(r) 
- = .dqt) + (‘U(f), 
dt 
f(O) = 4. (2.3) 
The mild solution of (2.3) is given by 
x’(f) = T(t) r+ ,f’ T(t - s) .h(s) ds, 
0 
where (T(t) 1 t > 0) is the semigroup generated by .&‘. 
The following two theorems are special cases of the results proved in [ 101. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that x(t), t 2 -b, is the solution to (2.1) for the 
initial data (lo, r’), and that Z(t), t > 0, is the mild solution to (2.3) for the 
initial data f(.) = (to, Hr’(.)). Then for I > 0, 
W = (4th (Hx,)(. 1). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ,x?(t), t > 0 be the mild solution to (2.3) for arbitrar), 
initial data t(.). Then for t >/ b, Z(t) = (Z”(t), (Hx’p)(.)), where T”(t) is the 
R”-component of T(t). 
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Now the infinite time quadratic control problem for system (2.1) is to 
minimize 
I 
.= (x’(t) C’Cx(t) + u’(t) u(t)} dt 
0 
over u(.) E L*(O, co; I?“). By defining the bounded linear map 
P:R”xL2+Rp as 
gz = c,fO for Z= (x’“,f’(.)), 
we can rewrite the cost functional, using Theorem 2.1, as 
I ; {IIVf(t)ll’ + u’(t) u(l)} dt, 
where Z(t), t > 0, is the mild solution to (2.3) for initial data (<I’, H{‘). By 
making some suitable stabilizability and detectability hypotheses (for details, 
see [ 10 ]), we obtain the solution of the optimal control problem as 
u(l) = -.8**.a(x(t), Hx,) = -.3*.3’(t), 
where .$ is the unique nonnegative self-adjoint linear operator satisfying 
((.~~,.W~)+((,~~,.~~~)+((~, [~*F---.if/.!d~*.if/ly~)=o 
for all ,-C, 4;~ ‘s‘(.d). (2.4) 
Note that the closed loop evolution equation is given by 
zg= (<cd -.s.w*.iv)qt). (2.5) 
We mention here for later reference that the stabilizability and detectability 
conditions required are equivalent to the following algebraic conditions: 
(i) Stabilizability holds if and only if 
Rank[d(A) B] = n for all Re A > 0. (2.6) 
(ii) Detectability holds if and only if 
for all ReA >O, (2.7) 
where d(A) = C:=oAieAei + j’?bAo,(8) ene d0 - 21. 
The objectrve of this paper is to study Eq. (2.4) in detail and to charac- 
terize the operator .A? in terms of its kernel functions. 
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3. CHARACTERIZATION OF KERNEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 
FEEDBACK OPERATOR 8 
Let I;/‘(X, Y) denote the space of bounded linear operators mapping the 
Hilbert space X into the Hilbert space Y. 2”(X. X) is written as P’(X). Since 
P? E 2”(Rn x L’), we can represent it by a matrix of operators 
where K,,, E I/‘(R”), iu,, E !/‘(L’, R”), .R,,, E y(R”, L*), and .R,, E Y(L’). 
The operator ,&, is characterized by its matrix kernel K,,(.) in the following 
way: 
&,h’ = 
I 
” K,,(B) h’(B) d6 for all h’ EL*. 
-h 
Using the fact that .T is self-adjoint, we have that 
[Xlf;,hO](0) = K;,(O) ho for all ho ER”. 
The operator .;V,, is characterized by its matrix kernel K,,(B, <) in the 
following way: 
VW%@= [ K,,W)h’(Wt for all h’ EL*. 
*-b 
Again, by the self-adjoint property of Z’, we get K1,(8, <) = K,,(<, 0). Our 
main result characterizes the matrix kernels K,,, K,,(.), and K, ,(., .). 
THEOREM 3.1. The matrix kernels K,,(.) and K,,(., .) are continuous 
and piecewise continuously dlflerentiable functions of their arguments. If we 
assume that (2.6) and (2.7) hold, then they are given by the unique solution 
of the following set of differential equations with positivity requirement: 
KOOAOO +AhK,, + t Ko,(Bi)Ai + T’ AfKh,(B,) + C’C 
i=I ,?, 
- K,,BB’K,, + (” Ahl(e)K;,(e)de+Jo K,,(e)~,,(e)de=o, (3.1) 
-b -b 
$ Kol(B) = -(A; - K,,BB’) Kol(B) - i A;KK,,(&, 0) 
i- L 
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with boundary condition K,,,(O) = K,, 
KII(@ 5) =G,(8)BB’K,,(t), (3.3) 
with boundary condition K, ,(O, 19) = K,,(8), -b < 0 < 0. The positivity 
condition is 
x’KO,,x + 2x’ lo K,,(B)((~)d~fj” J’I’ ~‘(e)K,,(e,r)~(r)dedr~O 
-b pb -b 
for all xER”, #EL’. 
Furthermore, they satisfy the symmetry relations 
K,, = IGo, K,,(e,l)=Kl,(t, 0 
The theorem will be proved via several lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. The closed loop system (2.5) is equivalent to the delay 
d@erential equation 
+ = (A, - BB’K,,) x(t) + ;’ A&t + ei> +fb [~oI(@) 
z 
f 
0 
-BB’ ~b Ko& - wol@) da 
-BB’ 2 Ko,(ei-e)AiXi(e) x(t+e)de 
i-l I 
(3.4) 
in the sense of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is completely analogous to the proof of 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 in [ 101, and is hence omitted. 
Associated with (2.5) is the semigroup f(t), which is the semigroup 
generated by .d - ..S’.B*.T. Now using Lemma 3.1, it is known [2 1 that 
f(t) can be characterized in the following way: 
Let U(t) be the fundamental matrix associated with the delay equation 
(3.4). Then for h”= (ho, h’) E R” x L*, we have 
[f(t)$]O=U(t)‘ho+jo U(t+t9)‘h’(B)dB, (3.5) 
-b 
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x,,(s)u’(t-Bfsjds ho 
+j’ f” z,,(s)U’(t+a-O+s)h’(a)dads 
-b--b 
+ w- t)~~~.~+~~(t)~ (3.6) 
where 
A, = A, - BB’K,,, 
&=Ai, 
A^o,(t9)=Ao,(B)-BB~j.o K,,(a-O)A,,(a)da 
-b 
- BB’ 2 K,,,(Bi - 19) A,x,(r9). 
j-= I 
Lemma 3.2 is known through the representation of the minimum cost for 
the infinite time quadratic control problem in terms of the operator .R 
14, 71. 
LEMMA 3.2. Fw each h’, GE R” x L2, 
((&?I?)) = 1% ((F(t) k: [P*V +.iv.~LW*.iv] F(t) 6)) dt, 
‘0 
(3.7) 
where ((., .)j is the inner product on R” x L2. 
Using the form of V and ,8’, it is immediately verified that (3.7) can be 
written as 
((,6,.X@) = ia ([f(t) [lo, C’C[F(t) 61’) dt 
0 
+J”l ([~~~(r)(r)]“,BB’[.X~(t)~]odt. (3.8) 
0 
For notational simplicity in the subsequent development, we now define 
V(t, a) = 2 zi U’(t - a + Oi) xi(a) + \” z,,(s) U’(t - a + s) ds 
i= I b 
for all a E I-b, 01. 
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LEMMA 3.3. The matrix kernels K,,,(a) and K,,(+, .) are continuous and 
piecewise continuously dlflerentiable functions. Furthermore, K,,,(O) = K,, 
and K,,(O,/3)=K,,(jl)for allpE I-b,O]. 
ProoJ In Eq. (3.8), take z= (k’, 0) and L= (ho, 0). Then routine 
computations yield 
f 
02 
Koo = U(t)[C’C + KooBB’KO,,] U’(t) dt 
0 
+ jm j-” U(t) Ko,,BB’Ko,(B) V’(t, 0) d0 dt 
0 mb 
+ j-Oi Jo V(t, a) K;,(a) da BB’K,, U’(t) dt 
0 --b 
V(t, a) K;,(a) da BB’K,,(B) V’(t, 0) dBdt. (3.9) 
Next, we take k”= (k’, 0) and Ii= (0, h’). Then we obtain 
K,,(0) = 1% U(t)[ C’C + K,,BB’K,,] U’(t + 0) dt 
-0 
+ jW \’ U(t) K,,BB’K,,(a) V’(t + 0, a) da dt 
0 -mb 
+ !o”l i” h V’(t, a) K;,(a) BB’K,, U’(t + 0) da dt 
+J’mjo Jo V(t,s)K~,(s)BB’Ko,(a)V’(t+B,a)dadsdt 
0 -h mh 
1 
-0 
+ U(t) K,,BB’K,,(t + 0) dt 
0 
+ V(t, s) K;,(s) BB’K,,(t + 0) dt ds 
for all BE l-b, 01. (3.10) 
On comparing (3.9) and (3.10), we conclude that 
K,,(O) = Koo. 
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Finally, by taking E= (0, k’) and t?= (0, h’), we obtain 
K, ,(a, B> = Jrn U(t+a)[C’C+K,,BB’K,,I u(t+p>dr 
min(f2.b) 
+ 1;” 
.O 
U(t + a) K,,BB 
I 
K,,(s) I”@ + P, s) ds dt 
0 -h 
+ j;y !'", v t + a, s) K;,(s) BB’K,, cl’@ + /3) ds dt 
+frn\’ V(t+a,s)K~,(s)dsBB’~‘~hKo,(~)Y’(t+/l.6)drdr 
-0 . b 
+JPD U(t + a) KooBB’Ko,(t + P) dt 
0 
+ j-mR 1.’ V(t+a,s)K;,(s)dsBB’K,,(t +/?)dt 
-0 ” -h 
+(‘- K;, (t + a) BB’K,, U(t + /I) dt 
‘0 
+ \- 
- 0 
K,!,,(t+a)BB’ )_” K,,,(s) V’(t+p,s)dsdt 
h 
_. -max(n.D) 
+ 
J 
K,,(t + a)BB’K,,(t +/l) dt. 
0 
(3.11) 
On comparing (3.10) and (3.11), we see that 
Kl,(o~m=Ko,w for all j3E [-b,O]. 
The properties of U(t) imply that K,,(e) and K,,(., .), represented through 
(3.10) and (3.11) are continuous and piecewise differentiable functions. The 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.4. The kernels KoO, K,,(.), and K,,(., .) satisfy Eqs. 
(3.1t(3.3) and the positivity conditions stated in Theorem 3.1. 
Proof The proof is long and tedious, and is given in the Appendix. 
The next lemma is basically the converse to Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.5. If K,,, K,,(.), and K,,(., .) satisfy Eqs. (3.1t(3.3) and the 
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positivity conditions, then the bounded linear operator .F E Y(R” x L2) 
defined by 
[Z’(h’, h’)]’ =Kooho +l” K,,(B) h’(B)d& 
-b 
F’Y”, h’)l’ (0) = K,,(@ ho + lo K,,(R t) h’(t) dt, 
b 
is a self-adjoint nonnegative solution of the operator Riccati equation (2.4). 
The proof essentially consists of verifying by direct computation that the 
operator .F defined above satisfies (2.4). The details are given in the 
Appendix. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 3.4, the matrix kernels KoO, K,,(.), 
and K,,(+, .) satisfy (3.1)-(3.3) if they arise from the operator .% satisfying 
the algebraic operator Riccati equation (2.4). By Lemma 3.5, if K,,, K,,(.), 
and K,,(., .) satisfy (3.1k(3.3) together with the positivity conditions, then 
they generate a bounded linear operator .T which is a nonnegative self- 
adjoint solution to the operator Riccati equation (2.4). But by the general 
theory concerning (2.4), we have a unique solution .R [ 111. (We use here the 
conditions of stabilizability and detectability.) Hence the matrix functions 
K,,, K,,(.), and K,,(., .) are themselves unique. The proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
4. LINEAR FILTERING OF STOCHASTIC DELAY SYSTEMS 
The problem which is in a sense dual to the infinite time quadratic control 
problem, is the infinite time linear filtering problem. Consider the stochastic 
delay system 
dx(t) = i A,x(t + Oi) + 1” A,,(B) x(t + 0) de] dt + B dw(t), 
i=O b 
x(O) = co, x(e) = rl(e), BE [-hOI, (4.1) 
where w(t) is an m-dimensional separable standard Wiener process and 
(to, r’) is an R” x L2-valued Gaussian random variable independent of 
future increments of w(t). For definitions relating to separable Hilbert space 
valued random variables, see [ 11. 
The observation process is taken to be 
dz(t) = Cx(t) + N dv(t), (4.2) 
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where v(t) is a p-dimensional separable standard Wiener process whose 
increments are independent of those of w(t) and (to, r’), and N is assumed to 
be nonsingular. As is shown in [9], (4.1) and (4.2) may be reformulated as a 
stochastic evolution equation 
d.?(t) = 2%(t) + 22 dw(t), x’(O) = (CO, C), (4.3) 
where f(t) is an R” X L2-valued process such that x”‘(t) is the same process 
as that arising from (4.1). Here .g is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup and is defined by 
ir(2) = ((ho, II’): h’ E W’), 
[.2(h0, h’)]O = 2 Aih’(Bi) + f0 A,,(B) h’(B) de, 
i-0 "-/I 
[.b(hO, h')]' (e) = q, BE [p&O]. 
The operator .?? E Y’(Rm, R * x L2) is defined by 
du = (Bu, 0). 
The solution to (4.1) is taken to be the mild solution, i.e., for each t > 0, 
x’(t) = F(t) f(O) + 1’ F(ct - s) dw(s), 
‘0 
where f(t) is the semigroup generated by .M? Similarly, we may rewrite the 
observation equation 
dz(t) = @f(t) dt + N dv(t), (4.4) 
where G? E Y(R” x L2, RP) is defined by 
qz”, h’) = ChO. 
It can then be shown [7] that the optimal filter for (4.3) and (4.4) is charac- 
terized through the solution of the differential operator Riccati equation 
f ((k, T(t) h)) = (@*k, Y(t) h)) + ((.P(t)k, g*h)) 
+ ((k, pi%?* - Y(~)@**(NN*)~ siW(t)] h)) 
for all k, h E Q(-2*). 
Furthermore, if (.g, .@) is stabilizable and (.2,@ is detectable in the sense 
10Y'Yh'I 7 
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of ]lO], there exists a unique nonnegative self-adjoint solution to the 
algebraic operator Riccati equation 
((2*k, 9h)) + ((Yk, 2”h)) + ((k, [99* - 9@*(Iw*)-’ as] h)) = 0 
(4.5) 
with ((h, <i”(t) h)) +l+m ((A, .Ph)) for all h E R” x L2. The operator .9(t) 
has the interpretation of being the error covariance of the estimate at time t, 
and thus ,P is the steady-state error covariance. Using Theorem 3.1, we can 
characterize the kernel functions associated with the steady-state error 
covariance operator. 
Let the operator .Y be decomposed into the matrix of operators 
.7= [;; :y 
in the same way as the decomposition of .W. Then the associated matrix 
kernels P,, , PO,(.), and I’,,(., .) are characterized by 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that (2.6) and (2.7) hold. The matrix kernels 
PO,(.) and P,,(., a) are continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable 
functions of their arguments. They are given by the unique solution of the 
following set of dtflerential equations with positivity requirement: 
AoPoo + P,oA~ + ~ AiP~,(Bi) + \“7 P,,(Bi) A( + RR’ 
i-l ,-I 
- P,,C’(NN’)- CP,, + i“ A,,(B) P;,(@)dfI 
-II 
+!‘” Po,(8)A;,,(0)dB=0, (4.6) 
-b 
;Po’(e) = -(A0 - P,joC’(NN’)~ ’ c)p,,(e) 
- 2 AiP,t(ei,e)- lo Ao,(OP,,(t,e)&, (4.7) 
i= I h 
with boundary condition PO, (0) = PO,. 
c 1 $+$ p,,(e,r)=p;,,(e)c’(NN’)~’ CP,,~) (4.8) 
with boundary condition 
w4 4 = po,w7 -b<B<O. 
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h”‘Pooho + 2 h”P,,(f?) h’(8) de 
+i” lo h’(e)‘P,,(e,r)h’(r)dedr~O for all h”ER”, h’EL*. 
-b -b 
Furthermore, we have the symmetry conditions 
PO, = P60 3 p, I (R <I = p; ,(cz 0 &rE l-6,01. 
Proof. We know from [6] that stabilizability and detectability for the 
operators .z, ,g’, and G? are again equivalent to (2.6) and (2.7). It is also 
known (see, e.g., (2, 81) that .$* is of exactly the same structure as the 
operator .d defined in Section 2, with the modification that the matrices Ai, 
i = 0, I,..., k, and A,,(B) in the definition of RZ’ are here replaced by A;, i = 
0, l,..., k, and Ah,(Q). 
Similarly, we may identify .d in Section 2 with @*(NN’) ‘.‘I here, where 
(NN’) 1’2 is the unique positive definite square root of (NN’) ‘, and % in 
Section 2 with .$* here. Note that 
@*p = (C'y, 0) for all y E RI’, 
which is of the same structure as A?, and 
.2*(h”, h’) = B/h’, 
which is of the same structure of P. By making the proper substitutions in 
Eqs. (3.1~(3.3), we immediately arrive at (4.6t(4.8). 
Remark 4.1. Kwong and Willsky [ 5 ] have derived differential equations 
for the error covariance function 
p(4 8, 0 = E{e(t + O/t> e(t + 5/t)’ 1, 
where e(t + O/t) is the estimation error at t + 0, given observations up to t. If 
we formally set the derivative with respect to f to zero in these equations, we 
obtain Eqs. (4.6)-(4.8). 
Remark 4.2. One can prove existence and uniqueness of solutions to 
(4.6t(4.8) directly without bringing in the properties of .d*, @*, and ,g*, 
as follows. By assumption, (2.6) and (2.7) hold. We deduce that the 
“transposed system” in which A I replaces Ai, i = O,..., k, AI,,(B) replaces 
A,,(B), C’(NN’)-‘I2 replaces B, and B’ replaces C, also satisfies (2.6) and 
(2.7). But with these replacements, (3.1)-(3.3) are the same as (4.6F(4.8). 
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By Theorem 3.1, we conclude that there exists a unique solution to 
(4.6~(4.8). However, without introducing the known properties of .:i?*, @*, 
and .$‘*, we would not be able to relate directly the unique solution of 
(4.6)-(4.8) to the kernel functions of (4.5) which is part of the statement of 
Theorem 4.1. 
5. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUSLY KNOWN RESULTS 
In previously known results [4, 51, equations for the kernel functions 
arising in control and filtering problems have also been derived. We shall 
now discuss how our results relate to these previously published, and show 
that our results are in a sense somewhat stronger. The same conclusion has 
also been arrived at in [lo], although from a rather different point of view, 
and the detailed relationships between the various kernel functions are not 
given. 
We first note that in terms of the matrix kernels, the optimal feedback 
control for the infinite time quadratic cost problem may be written as 
u(t) = -B’K,,x(t) -B’ f0 K,,(B) ) : A,x(t + ei - e)&(e) “-!I i-l 
.8 + J A,,(a) x(t + a - 0) da dtl -b i 
=- B’K,,x(~) - B’ Jo, ) ,i, Kot(ei - 0) A;Xi(@) 
Now in [4], the optimal control for the infinite time quadratic cost problem 
is given as 
u(t) = -B’1700~(t) -B’ f” n,,(B) x(t + 8) d/3, 
. -II 
(5.2) 
where ZZoo, L’,,(a) are obtained as kernels of an operator LZ E Y’(R’ x L ‘) 
which satisfies an operator Riccati equation different from (2.3). On 
comparing (5.1) and (5.2) we obtain immediately that 
Koo = no0 3 (5.3) 
2 Kol(Bi - e)Aixi(B) + 1’ K,,(a - @A,,(a) da = n,,(O), 
i=l -b 
4 < e < 0 (5.4) 
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Furthermore, it was shown in [IO] that 
l&= F*.TFii for all LE R” x L2. (5.5 > 
The operator F* is easily seen to be given by 
F*(h’, h’) = jh”, \“- A(hL(Bi - B)xi(B) + j.HhA;,(a) h’(a - B)daj. 
,+I, 
By choosing the element l= (0, #(.)) E R” X L2, (5.5) gives, after some 
straightforward computations, 
+r.rbjlbA;,(4)K,,(~-8.u-r)A,,,(a)dllda. (5.6) 
Equations (5.3), (5.4), and (5.6) are the stationary counterparts of the results 
of [ 3 ] on the F-reduction of the differential operator Riccati equation. 
Previous results in [4] have only established the existence and uniqueness of 
the operator Z7. We have here shown that the 2 operator, from which the LI 
operator can be derived, exists and is unique. Furthermore, we have shown 
existence and uniqueness of solutions to the kernel functions K,,, K,,(.), and 
K,,(., .), from which the kernel functions Uoo, n,,(s), and n,,(., -) can be 
derived. In this sense, our results are clearly stronger than those of 141. 
We can also compare the stationary covariance kernel equations given in 
Theorem 4.1 to the equations given in [ 51. In 151, it was shown, in the 
special case, where Ai = 0, i = 2 ,..., k,and A,,(.) = 0, that the error 
covariance matrix function P(t, 8, r) converges as t + co to a stationary 
covariance matrix function in the following way: 
P(C 0, 0) + PO, 5 
A,%, ‘>ObA,P,,(.) strongly in L2, 
I 
-0 
wyk,~)44(e)de 
--b 
-I’ 0 4h,c7 www~ strongly in L2 for each 4 E L2 1 -b, 0 1 
-b 
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and P,,, A, P,,i(.), and A, P,,(., .) A i were shown to be the unique solution 
of Riccati-type differential equations. The results of Section 4 show, 
however, that in fact the error covariance functions Po,( +) and P, 1 (., .) are 
themselves generated by the unique solution of Riccati-type differential 
equations. Again, this is a stronger result than those given in 151. 
6. SYSTEMS WITH DELAYS IN THE CONTROL AND 
DELAYS IN THE OBSERVATIONS 
We have only studied the kernel functions associated with operator 
Riccati equations in systems with no delays in the control or delays in the 
observations. The results of [ 101, however, are applicable to systems of the 
form 
d-W -= t4,~(t+l)~)+).O A,,(B)x(t+O)dO 
dt - 1-O -h 
+ B,u(t) + (” B,,(8) u(t + e> de. 
h 
(6.1) 
By defining the operator .Y?: R” --t R” x L2 as 
.wu = (Bou, II,,,(.) u) (6.2) 
it was shown that (6.1) can again be reformulated into the evolution 
equation 
df(t) 
- = .&f(t) + .Yh(t). 
dt 
Thus the infinite time quadratic cost problem is solved through the Riccati 
equation (2.4) with the operator .5? being given in (6.2). However, if we now 
attempt to derive the kernel equations along the same lines as in the course 
of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we find that there is no delay differential 
equation analogous to (3.4) that corresponds to the closed loop evolution 
equation (2.5). It is thus not clear what analog to Lemma 3.1 will hold in 
this case. Since Lemma 3.1 was crucial in proving Lemma 3.3, there are 
some difficulties in carrying through the arguments given in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 
Similar remarks apply to the filtering problem when the observation 
process is given by 
dz(t) = C,x(t) + j-” C,,(e) x(t + t3) dt + Ndv(t). 
I 
(6.3) 
-b 
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Defining the operator S? by 
Q(h”,h~)=Coho+!‘o C,,(8)h’(B)dB, (6.4) 
-h 
we would again arrive at the algebraic operator Riccati equation (4.5) with 
‘V now given by (6.4). This is precisely the dual operator Riccati equation to 
the one arising in the infinite time quadratic cost problem with delays in the 
control. The same difficulties are thus also present in the derivation of kernel 
equations for the stationary error covariance operator. 
Although the extensions to cover these cases are still under investigation, 
we can conjecture, from Remark 4.1, that the stationary error covariance 
kernel functions would satisfy equations corresponding to the stationary 
versions of the general equations for P(t, 8, c) given in [5 1. By duality, the 
kernel equations for the feedback operator should then be of a similar 
Riccati-type. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. By Lemma 3.3, we may derive differential 
equations for KoO, K,,(e), and K,,(., .). We start with the operator Riccati 
equation (2.4). Let 
y’= i ho, z(.) + \“7 A;hO&(.) , 71 1 
x’= ( kO, qq.) + 2 A,kO&(.)). i-1 
A straightforward computation yields the following equation for (2.4) in 
terms of ho, k”, z(.) and #(.) 
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- 
+ J .’ K,,(e)mKo,(~) Z(r) + t7 &h’&(t) (A.1) -b 
where ( , ) is the inner product on R”. 
First consider (A.l) with ho = k” = 0. This gives 
(fb K,,(e) z(e) de, 4~0) ) + j”:, (f,K, de, 0 43 dry - 9) de 
+ (~~bKo~(e)~~e~de,z(o))+j~h (jrbK,,(e,r),(5)dS,-~) de 
(‘4.2) 
Integrating by parts and using 4(--b) = ~(-6) = 0, we get 
&o(e) BB’KOkt) Z(t) dt de = 0. 64.3) 
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Using Lemma 3.3 and the symmetry properties of the kernels, we get 
for all 4, z E W’92 (A.4) 
Since W’.* is dense in L2, we obtain 
Next, we set ho = 0, #(a) = 0. Using the same techniques as in the derivation 
of (A.5), we may obtain from (A.l), after some straightforward calculations, 
the following result 
(kO, [AI, - K,,BB’] K,,(8) z(H)) de + j” 
ph 
(kO, -gpo,(B) z(S)) de 
-J-r, ( k0, 4 Ape, ,(ei, 8) z(e) de = 0 ,y for all z E W’*2. (A.6) 
Using the density arguments, we obtain 
64.7) 
Finally, setting #(-) = z(.) = 0 and carrying out similar and tedious 
calculations we get, from (A.l), 
K,, t Ai + G A;K,, + C’C - K,,BB’K,, 
i=O ,Z 
+!P~~y,(e)K,o(e)ds+~~*~~o~(e),~,~i~i(e)de 
+ i”, K;,(w,,w de+ Jo C ~;-$:,(e)~~(e)de=o. (A.81 
-b ,y 
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Using the boundary conditions again, we finally have 
K,,A, + AUK,, + ~ K,,(8i)Ai + ~ AlK~,(ei) + C’C - K,,BB’K,, 
i= I i?l 
tj-’ A;,(B)K;,(B)dt9+j” Ko,(8)Ao,(8)dc?=0. 64.9) 
-b -b 
Equations (A.9), (A.7), and (A.5) together with the boundary conditions 
given in Lemma 3.3 are precisely the equations given in the theorem. The 
positivity conditions are clear from the nonnegative character of .%. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. That the operator .F is linear and bounded is clear 
from its definition. That it is nonnegative follows from the positivity 
conditions on KoO, K,,(.), and K,l(., .). Now clearly any solution of 
(3.1~(3.3) must satisfy the symmetry conditions stated in Theorem 3.1. 
Hence the definition of .F shows it is self-adjoint. To show that it satisfies 
(2.4), we substitute its definition into the 1.h.s. of (2.4) and obtain the 1.h.s. of 
(A.1). After integrating by parts, we arrive at 
X [Z(t) + !$, Aih”Xi(t) ] d5, O(‘)) de 
X 4(r) + 5 Aik”Xi(r) dl, z(8) d0 
i= I I i 
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+ (k’, C’Ch’) - k”, KooBB’Kooho 
+ (O K,,BB’K,,(8) z(B) + 
I 
2 A,hO&(B) de 
I h i-l I 1 
-O 
-J-b ( 
4(e) + ;7 Aikoxi(e), K1,,(e)BB’Kooho 
IT, 
+ )-O Khl(e)BB’KOl(t) [‘CL? + ” AihoXi(t) ] dt) de’ (A.lO) 
. -b ;ri 
Collecting all the terms involving ho and k”, we have 
+ j-bA;t(e) q,(e) de + cc - K,,BB’K,, 
- !” \“’ A(&(@ BB’Kooxi(B) de - 1.0 K,,BB’K,,(e) i, Aixi(e) de 
-b ,?, 
.o .o h 
-I I 
“ AIXi(O Kh,(<)BB’Ko,(e) ,$, Ajx.i(e) &de k” 
i ) 
. -b--b ;‘I; 
(A.ll) 
On using (3.3) and (3.2), we may simplify the expression in (A.1 1) to obtain 
(ho5 jKo,A, + f, Kol(~)Aol@) de + APO0 + lo Ah,(e) We> de 
. -b 
+ C’C - K,,BB’K,, + c Ko,(Oi) Ai + c A;K;,(e,) 
i- I i -- I 
which, by (3.1), equals zero for all ho, k” E R”. 
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Next, we collect all the terms involving ho and #(.) in (A.lO) and apply 
(3.3). We obtain, after simplification, the expression 
.O 
I( I 
ho, 
. -h 
&K,,(B) - : A;K,,(O, 6) + + A;K,,(oi, 0) 
i: I ,?I 
+ ” A!Ko,(d)+j’ a;,(~)K,,(5,8)dS-K,,,BB’K,,(H)I +SX (A.12) 
[C, 
I 
-b 
By (3.2) and its associated boundary condition, we see that (A.12) vanishes 
for all ho E R”, #(.) E W’32. The terms involving k” and z(.) are identical to 
those in (A.12) with k” replacing ho, z(.) replacing #(.). Hence they also 
vanish. Finally, the terms involving $(+) and z(.) are 
which vanish by (3.3). Thus, we see that (A.10) vanishes identically for any 
ho, k” E R”, and $(.), z(s) E W’.2. This proves the lemma. 
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